




From: Michelle Bednash <mbednash@gmail.com>
Date: April 2, 2019 at 3:08:27 PM PDT
To: <pperotte@cityofgoleta.org>, Stuart Kasdin <skasdin@cityofgoleta.org>,
 <jkyriaco@cityofgoleta.org>, Kyle Richards <krichards@cityofgoleta.org>,
 <pimhof@cityofgoleta.org>, <raceves@cityofgoleta.org>
Subject: Beneficial Projects Resolution April 2

April 2, 2019

Dear Mayor Perotte and City Councilmembers,

I am writing in regards to the Beneficial Projects Resolution, to be discussed at
 this evening’s Council Meeting.

Regarding DIF reductions and the costs over 10 years, I would like to suggest that
 the charts in the Staff Report as attached to the Resolution do not accurately
 reflect the true cost /benefit of the proposed DIF reductions, as they are based on
 a 100% reduction of all DIFs. In reality, this resolution proposes a reduction of
 Transportation and Parks charges only, on a sliding scale of 100% for
 Extremely Low income rentals, 70% for Very Low Income Rentals, and 50% for
 Low income rentals.

As written, the proposed discounts for Affordable Housing with a 10-year deed
 are as follows:

Extremely low: 100% Reduction of Transportation and Parks fees ($27,945-
$15,434 = $12,511 Total DIFs)
Very Low: 70% Reduction of Transportation and Parks fees ($27,945-
$10,803=$17,141 Total DIFs)
Low: 50% Reduction of Transportation and Parks fees ($27945-$7,717=$20,228
 Total DIFs)
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Moderate: No Reduction of DIFs

Larger ADU’s charging $2,400/mo

Extremely
 Low

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Monthly rent (2-ppl household) Break-even
 period

Cost (lost
 rent) over
 10 Years
 Deed after
 Break Even
 Period

Affordable Market Rate Difference Months   
 Years

$477.75 2,400 1,922.25 6.5 - 215,236
$796.25 2,400 1,603.75 10.7 - 175,219
$1,274 2,400 1,126.00 6.9 - 127,403
$1,911 2,400 489.00 No     discount 58,680

Smaller ADU’s charging $1,500/mo

Extremely
 Low

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Monthly rent (2-person
 household)

Break-even
 period

Cost (lost
 rent) over
 10 Years
 Deed after
 Break Even
 Period

Affordable Market Rate Difference Months   
 Years

$477.75 1,500 1,022.25 15.1 1.25 107,236
$796.25 1,500 703.75 15.4 1.28 73,647
$1,274 1,500 226.00 34.1 2.84 19,403
$1,911 1,500 - - - -

As you can see from the charts above, the cost (in lost rent) over 10 years varies
 from $19,403 to more than $200,000. This does not incentivize in any way the
 building of ADUs. For example, in the category of Low Income Rental for a
 small ADU, a reduction in initial costs of $7,717 would net a total cost of
 $19,403 – more costly than any home equity loan!  This does not make voluntary
 restriction attractive. In fact, with this proposed plan, there is no incentive given
 whatsoever to build an ADU, and in fact, this would render Goleta one of the
 most expensive cities in this area in which to build ADUs.

As stated in the staff report, (Page 7)  “For an owner to prefer a DIF waiver in
 exchange for restricting a newly constructed ADU to affordable rental levels, the
 net present value of the difference between market rent and the affordable rent
 (“lost rent”) for the term of the deed restriction would have to be less than the
 amount of DIFs waived.” And on Page 8, “Waiver of all DIFs would only be a
 meaningful incentive for a homeowner to restrict affordability, if the term of rent
 restriction makes the restriction attractive compared to market rate rent.”



In no category is this the case in the proposed resolution.  I understand there is a
 need to meet RHNA requirements, but this Beneficial Projects reduction does not
 go far enough when in comes to incentivizing ADUs. I believe the City needs to
 go further to promote building ADUs as part of the solution to providing
 Affordable Housing. As stated on P. 3 of the staff report, “Incentivizing the
 construction of affordable units would help the City make progress toward
 delivering affordable housing as required under SB 35.”

To this end, I suggest the following:

100% DIF fee reduction (excepting School Fees) for Attached ADUs under 700
 Sq. Feet, with a 5-year deed restriction.

This would yield the following benefit/loss ratios:

Extremely
 Low

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Monthly rent (2-person
 household)

Break-even
 period

Cost (lost
 rent) over
 5 Years
 Deed after
 Break
 Even
 Period

Affordable Market Rate Difference Months   
 Years

$477.75 1,500 1,022.25 15.1 1.25 37,428
$796.25 1,500 703.75 15.4 1.28 18,333
$1,274 1,500 226.00 34.1 2.84 Gain of

 10,322
$1,911 1,500 - - - -

At this higher level of DIF reduction coupled with a shorter deed restriction, we
 finally see an incentive inducing benefit for making the rental Low Income.  Any
 longer deed restriction, and all benefits disappear, except for the ADU’s that are
 already affordable by design.  For example, for an ADU charging $1,500, with a
 100% DIF reduction the net gain of a 10-year deed keeping it low income is
 $3,228. This is beneficial, but would apply only to a small fraction of ADUs.
 However, a look at Craigslist or Zillow rentals shows us that most ADU’s under
 500 square feet are renting for more than $1,500/mo, hence the need for
 incentives.

For an ADU charging $1600/mo (more likely), the net gain over 5 years for
 keeping it Low Income would be $3,732, whereas over 10 years, there would be
 a net loss of $16,428. For Very Low income levels, the net cost to the



 homeowner would still remain high (at least $18,333 over 5 years, and double
 that over 10 years). This would net the highest number of Low Income ADU’s
 toward RHNA requirements.

In sum, to incentivize building low-income ADU’s, there needs to be some
 benefit to the homeowner. To this end, the DIFs should be reduced by 100%, and
 the deed restriction should be less than 10 years.

Thank you for your consideration,

Michelle Bednash

Goleta Resident

805 448-4692












